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February 23, 2017

The UK’s trade bill will rise sharply outside the EU
The likelihood of hard Brexit has risen and if WTO rules are adopted, the cost of
UK goods and services trade will rise
Sources: Office of National Statistics, WTO

As much as 35-60% of the UK’s single market trade could be lost after its departure from the EU
Share of UK imports by product versus average
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The United Kingdom ran a trade deficit of 126.3 billion pounds
(157.8 billion dollars and 6.9% of GDP) in 2015. The EU accounted
for more than 70% and China 20%. The services surplus was 87.8
billion pounds (109 billion dollars 4.7% of GDP), with the United
States accounting for nearly a third and the EU 23%.
A paper by Monique Ebell, ‘Assessing the impact of trade
agreements on trade’, uses gravity modelling of 42 countries to
estimate that the United Kingdom may lose as much as 35-44%
of its goods trade with the single market after it departs, or 2025% of its total trade.
In services, 60% of the UK’s single market services trade could
be lost, or 24% of total trade. Financial services trade lost will be
very difficult to replace.

__ The Norway model, staying in the single market,
was the brightest option for post-Brexit trade but
hard ‘Brexit’ is now looking most likely.
__ Switzerland has an ‘a la carte’ approach -- free trade
and movement within the EU but notably for the
United Kingdom no services agreement.
__ The European Free Trade Association would free
up goods trade but not services or labour flows
while product standards would have to be met.
__ The most likely option is reversion to WTO rules.
UK-EU trade would be subject to most favoured
nation tariffs and other nontariff barriers.

See also: Complicated UK-WTO negotiations may hit growth -- September 6, 2016
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Further EU integration will be uneven and incremental
Monday, March 27, 2017
As Brexit looms, EU leaders celebrate the union’s 60th anniversary and look to the future
Leaders of the remaining 27 member states met in Rome on March 24-25 to celebrate the 60th
anniversary of the signing of the Treaty of Rome, which established the European Economic
Community -- the forerunner to today’s EU. The celebration came just days before the United Kingdom
is set to begin the withdrawal process. Precisely what path the EU will take over the next decade
remains uncertain and the European Commission has kicked off a process of dialogue on various
scenarios for its future.

European Council President Donald Tusk, centre,
leads a news conference at the end of the EU
leaders meeting on the 60th anniversary of the
Treaty of Rome, March 25, 2017 (Reuters/Remo
Casilli)

What next
Over the next year, the Commission will deliver a series of White Papers on various policy areas where
the EU faces major strategic choices in the years to come, ranging from Economic and Monetary Union
to social policy, security and defence. The aim is to propose directions for reform and push the
European Council to make decisions. However, it is highly unlikely that EU leaders will formally commit
to any single, clear path for the EU and any such strategic plan would not bind leaders.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Debates about the future of the EU will occur simultaneously with Brexit negotiations and be
coloured by them.
◦ EU leaders will be keen to continue to demonstrate their commitment to press forward with
European integration despite Brexit.
◦ Brexit will not lead to an unravelling of the EU and thus far has served to enhance support for the
Union in other member states.
◦ Yet Brexit will not lead to any sudden deepening of integration.

Analysis
On March 1, the Commission published a White Paper outlining five scenarios for the EU's future,
hoping to launch a process of discussion leading to political decisions by the time the United Kingdom
leaves the EU in 2019.
In reality, the development of the EU will be determined by a series of decisions and unpredictable
events and not by leaders simply picking a single plan and executing it. Also, the Commission's
scenarios represent rough sketches and the actual path the EU takes may involve some aspects of
several of these models -- or even of other models the Commission has not considered.

'Carrying on'
The first scenario involves the EU staying on its current course, focused on delivering on the policy
agendas it has in place. This would involve steps to strengthen the single market, for instance by
increasing investment in digital and energy infrastructure. Likewise, member states would continue to
strengthen euro-area governance, for instance with reforms to strengthen financial supervision.
There would also be a major focus on strengthening defence cooperation, collective border security
and counterterrorism cooperation -- all areas where leaders have agreed in recent months to step up
the EU's capacities (see EU: Post-Brexit focus will be on defence and security - September 23, 2016).
In many respects this is the most likely scenario, as it suggests the EU would continue to muddle
through on its current path, developing incrementally much as it has in recent years.
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Since the EU already includes aspects of a multi-speed Europe which would persist in this scenario,
there is some overlap with the third scenario.

'Nothing but the single market'
Because leaders cannot agree on measures to deepen cooperation in sensitive fields such as
defence and border security, they may scale back the EU to focus on the single market.
Existing EU regulations would be rolled back, with the EU transforming gradually into more of a freetrade area than a political and economic union. National border controls would be reintroduced and
more impediments to cross-border mobility of workers imposed.
The EU's role in foreign policy would be scaled back as states resumed traditional bilateral relations
with the rest of the world.
This scenario is almost wholly implausible: there is almost no political support for it among European
leaders and it ignores the realities of how the single market operates.
UK Conservatives were the only major party in a powerful state that backed this vision for the EU; with
the United Kingdom leaving, there is no political support for this scenario.
Moreover, the single market has not been built and cannot be sustained simply through deregulation
and the elimination of tariffs; a politically tenable single market requires extensive reregulation at the
EU level to create a common regulatory playing field.

'Those who want more do more'
In this multi-speed Europe vision, coalitions of willing states would move ahead to cooperate in areas
they see as advantageous, while those who prefer not to participate are not forced to do so.
In particular, euro-area countries (and others who choose to join them) may agree to far deeper
cooperation on tax and social policies. Likewise, a subset of countries may push forward on
cooperation on justice and policing, while others refrain from joining them.
The recent endorsement by Germany, France, Italy and Spain of this approach has attracted great
attention and led to discussions over whether this might constitute a likely new approach for the EU.

Multi-speed Europe already exists in the EU

In reality, multi-speed Europe already exists in the EU and scholars have studied it for years under
terms such as 'variable geometry' and 'differentiated integration'. The common currency area and the
Schengen passport-free zone are notable examples.
The Amsterdam Treaty signed in 1997 established a mechanism for coalitions of the willing
(enhanced cooperation) to forge ahead on specific issues. This procedure has been used on a few
occasions, including transnational divorce rules and the establishment of a unitary patent system.
It is very likely that there will be more instances of such coalitions in coming years.
However, this cannot become the dominant model for the EU because overcoming a potential UK veto
was a leading motivation for many multi-speed Europe proposals; multi-speed arrangements are
unsustainable in many issue areas because of the negative externalities or free-riding incentives that
they create.

'Doing less more efficiently'
The EU may decide to focus its energies on a narrower set of issues, so that it can address these
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more efficiently.
For instance, EU leaders might choose to focus on the single market, international trade deals,
counterterrorism and common border control and asylum policies, while reducing involvement in
regulating issues such as state aid to industry, environmental protection or worker health and safety.
As with the scenario focusing exclusively on the single market, this vision is also implausible as it
ignores political realities.
Ending EU involvement in existing policy areas would typically require unanimous agreement and
states that favour particular policies would block such steps. Moreover, many of the examples the
Commission gives of areas where the EU might eliminate involvement are integral to the functioning of
the single market.

'Doing much more together'
In this scenario, member states would take a major leap forward in integration, agreeing to deepen
their cooperation and delegate more authority to the EU across a host of areas ranging from foreign
policy, to defence, the single market and greater coordination on social and fiscal policies for euroarea countries and others who join them.
Some observers find this scenario more plausible today than in the past because Brexit will remove
the member state that has acted as the impediment to deeper integration most consistently across a
wide range of areas in recent decades.
Removing the UK veto may allow for deeper integration in some fields, but profound policy
disagreements among the EU-27 would continue to block progress in others.
Sensitive to the voters' rejection of the Constitutional Treaty over a decade ago and the rise of populist
forces, EU leaders will not publicly embrace this scenario (see EUROPE: Populist parties may shift
climate debate - March 15, 2017).
Nevertheless, continuing to 'muddle through' may cumulatively produce major increases in EU power.
This has occurred in recent years with expansions of EU authority in fields such as the banking union
and external border control.

Disintegration scenarios
The Commission's five scenarios assume that the 27 "move forward together as a union". However,
scenarios that would see the EU bifurcate or disintegrate are conceivable.

Two-speed Europe
Where the Commission's multi-speed Europe scenario involves various, intersecting and overlapping
coalitions of the willing moving ahead on particular issues, this scenario would divide the union into a
core EU built among euro-area states and a periphery of members who do not use the common
currency.
Core EU states would establish a complete banking union (with common deposit insurance), a debt
union (with jointly issued eurobonds), a fiscal union (with greater coordination of fiscal and social
policies) and could establish a stronger common defence union and centralise control over borders
and asylum policy.
Peripheral EU states would be part of the single market and subject to EU law, but would not
participate in other aspects of core Europe.
Had the United Kingdom chosen to remain in the EU, a two-speed model would have been quite
plausible, with the United Kingdom acting as leader of the outer ring of states and counterweight to the
core. With the United Kingdom leaving, this becomes less likely.
Moreover, some states who choose to stay in the outer ring on some issues such as the euro would
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prefer to join the core on others such as a defence union, and the core would be unlikely to refuse such
requests. Thus, a bespoke, multi-speed EU is far more likely than a simple two-speed one.

Additional exits
In this scenario, one or more other states follow the UK lead and leave (see EU/UNITED KINGDOM:
Talks may not clarify relationship - December 7, 2016).
Such a scenario would most likely involve a populist government calling a referendum on EU
membership, which like the Brexit vote resulted in a vote for 'leave'.
A similar but less dramatic scenario might involve a euro-area state leaving the single currency but
remaining an EU member.
However, no other member state is likely to follow the UK example and leave the EU in the foreseeable
future, as there is majority public support for exit in no other European country (see EU: Brexit turmoil
may dampen Euroscepticism - July 22, 2016).

Additional exits are highly unlikely in the foreseeable future

The governments that are rhetorically most opposed to the EU and have the greatest tensions with
Brussels -- those in Hungary and Poland -- both depend on EU financial transfers and access to EU
markets, and their populations strongly support membership. Neither government will try to take their
country out of the EU.
In France, far-right populist presidential candidate Marine Le Pen has promised a referendum on EU
membership, but she is unlikely to win the presidency (see FRANCE: Parliament, not president, to
guide next steps - February 1, 2017). Even if she did, voters would choose to remain in the EU by wide
margins -- currently two-thirds surveyed support EU membership while only just over one-quarter
favour leaving the EU.

Outlook
It is uncertain how the EU will look in the coming decades, but a few cautious predictions can be
reached.
The EU will not collapse as some pundits have suggested, nor will other member states follow the
United Kingdom out the door.
Multi-speed integration, which is already a reality in the EU, will continue but remain a tangle of
arrangements, rather than a neat bifurcation into a two-speed Europe with an inner core and an outer
ring.

The EU will continue to integrate by 'failing forward'

Overall, the EU will continue to integrate, much as it has in recent years, by 'failing forward' -- reacting to
a succession of crises with new, incremental institutional fixes that enhance the EU's authority.
The EU experienced its greatest period of upheaval over the past seven years -- dealing with an
intersecting tangle including the euro-area crisis, the migrant crisis, Brexit, the crisis in Ukraine and
Russian aggression more generally, and democratic backsliding in Hungary and Poland (see
PROSPECTS 2017: EU - November 3, 2016).
Yet in reaction to these crises, the EU has seen its authority extended in ways that would have been
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hard to imagine ten years ago -- for instance, with the centralisation of banking supervision, the
establishment of a euro-area bailout fund and greater central control over national fiscal policy, and the
establishment of a European border and coast guard.
Looking forward, the most likely areas for further enhancement of the EU's powers include common
defence, border control, counterterrorism and policing, and energy union (see EU: Energy package
may fall short of expectations - December 2, 2016).
By contrast, major steps on harmonisation of taxes or social policies that involve expenditure are less
likely. While the EU will retain influence over vast areas of social regulation, the size of its budget is
unlikely to increase significantly, greatly limiting its ability to engage in redistributive social policies.
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April 13, 2017

Trump agenda rests on taming fractious House politics
The president threatened to run primary election challengers against Republicans
who fail to back compromise legislation
Composition of the 115th House of Representatives
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…leaving more scope for Trump to alienate House allies than peel off vulnerable Democrats.
Split tickets in the 2016 elections (where districts supported a Republican president and Democratic representative, and vice versa)
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President Donald Trump has expressed hope that Congress can
re-attempt passing healthcare legislation before turning to the tax
reform package anticipated by investors.

__ Legislators’ willingness to take tough votes
requested by the White House will diminish as
the 2018 midterms approach.

However, the White House’s failure to bridge tactical, ideological,
and factional divisions within the Republican-dominated House
of Representatives raises doubts about Trump’s ability to marshal
support on Capitol Hill for his legislative priorities.

__ Funding from external conservative groups
and donors will blunt officeholders’ worries of a
Trump-backed primary challenger.

Trump will have to re-enter contentious negotiations with House
Republicans as a president defeated on his first major legislative
push when his 2016 election win was a recent memory. While the
White House and Congress have a common interest in chalking up
a ‘win’ on taxes, intra-Republican divisions could reopen over the
deficit, non-defence spending cuts and reforming popular federal
entitlements.

__ However, Trump successfully ousting one
congressional opponent would prove a powerful
demonstration effect to restive Republicans.
__ Trump may try to bypass Washington-based
Republican Party leaders by approaching state
and local officials.

See also: US health bill debacle will hinder Trump’s plans -- March 27
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Anti-Mexico moves would be a net loss for US economy
Monday, March 6, 2017
Political shifts in Washington threaten to destabilise well-established supply chains
across the Mexico-US border
US Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross argued on February 3 that the persistent wage gap with
Mexico should be considered a fundamental design flaw of the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). The prospect of more protectionist US trade policies under Donald Trump’s presidency is
already having a disruptive effect on business investment decisions, supply chains and integrated
industrial operations spanning the United States and Mexico. Actions that would dilute the market
access provisions of NAFTA, impose tariffs or a border tax on imports from Mexico, or tighten
restrictions on border traffic, if undertaken by the Trump administration, would significantly increase
costs of cross-border business activity.

Tomatoes imported across the border from Mexico
at SunFed produce packing and shipping
warehouse in Nogales, Arizona (Reuters/Lucy
Nicholson)

What next
The dependence of Mexico-US supply chains on cooperation underpinned by NAFTA will clash with the
‘America First’ political narrative of the Trump administration and envenom White House disputes with
laissez-faire Republicans in Congress. Legislators’ efforts to push through a border adjustment tax
scheme could easily stall in the face of orthodox Republican and Democratic opposition in the Senate.
However, Trump could use his substantial presidential powers as regulator-in-chief to disrupt the flow
of goods and personnel across the border on an ad hoc basis or via non-tariff barriers.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ The introduction of import duties or a trade adjustment tax would likely accelerate monetary
tightening by the Fed.
◦ US companies may not be able to pass on higher input costs on to the consumer due to stiff
competition, leading to output cuts.
◦ Stricter border controls would dampen growth in both countries via increased freight transport costs
and dampened tourism.

Analysis
The Mexican economy is far more dependent on trade and investment with its leading trading partner,
the United States, than the United States is on Mexico (see MEXICO: Trade diversification will not be
easy - February 16, 2017).
Nonetheless, Mexico is the second-largest export market for the United States and the third-largest
supplier of US imports in a bilateral goods and services trading relationship that was worth 584 billion
US dollars in 2015 (see UNITED STATES: Border tax cannot revive ‘old economy’ - February 21, 2017).

Cross-border supply chains
Mexico-US trade and investment flows reflect a complex, integrated system of supply chain and
industrial operations that has developed among the NAFTA economies, particularly in the automotive,
aerospace, electronics, appliance, and machinery and equipment sectors. These sectors are,
therefore, the most exposed to protectionist actions by any of the NAFTA partners.
US and other foreign multinationals use Mexico as a lower cost production base, not only to sell into
the Mexican market, but to manufacture lower-margin, and increasingly higher-value, components and
assemble finished goods for the North American and other offshore markets.
Mexico has the greatest concentration of assembly facilities anywhere in the world, most of them USowned, along its northern border. Foreign-based suppliers of parts and components have also
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opened production facilities in Mexico to be close to their industrial customers.
Most trade and investment flows between the United States and Mexico now occur within industrial
supply chains. About three-fifths of the goods flowing between the two countries can be attributed to
intra-corporate trade -- transactions that take place between divisions of the same multinational
enterprise.
About 70% of US exports to Mexico are used as inputs by Mexican industry while 42% of Mexico's
exports to the United States are production inputs for US manufacturers.

Many high-value North American products depend on components
crossing the border multiple times

Materials, parts and components can cross the border several times before ending up in a finished
product sold to a customer somewhere in the North American market.
An estimated 40% of the value of all US imports from Mexico is derived from US content.

Automotive industry
Automotive manufacturing is the most highly integrated industrial sector spanning the Mexico-US
border. Asian, European and US-based carmakers have invested heavily in Mexico, bringing with them
a range of first- and second-tier parts suppliers for whom proximity to customers is a business
requirement.
Assembly facilities in Mexico serve both North American and other international markets, particularly in
the production of lower margin, smaller vehicle models.
In 2015, 60% of all cars assembled in Mexico were exported to the United States. Ford, Fiat Chrysler,
Nissan, General Motors, and Toyota are particularly reliant on free access into the US market for their
Mexican-manufactured vehicles.
Automotive parts and final assembled vehicles account for about one-third of Mexico's exports to the
United States and 12% of US exports to Mexico. Every vehicle produced in North America includes
content that has crossed the border an estimated average of seven times.
That is because 40% of the components in vehicles assembled in the United States are manufactured
in Mexico while US-made components make up nearly half the content of Mexico's auto exports.
Integration in the automotive sector is likely to increase even further as foreign car makers continue to
ramp up production in Mexico. Mexico is already the seventh-largest car manufacturing country in the
world, with the automotive industry supporting 750,000 Mexican jobs.
Output is expected to increase from 3.4 million vehicles in 2015 to more than 5 million vehicles by
2020.

Integration and industrial competitiveness
Industrial integration in North America means that economic relationships between the United States
and Mexico are not zero-sum, win-or-lose propositions.
The competitiveness of multinational manufacturers, as well as their goods and services suppliers,
depends on their ability to allocate and take advantage of resources across North America to generate
the profits they require for re-investment and growth, which in turn creates economic opportunities
throughout supply chains.
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Contrary to Trump's zero-sum view of trade, US industry is more
profitable and employs more workers overall because of NAFTA

Even domestic suppliers rely on the ability of their industrial customers to compete and grow in global
markets.
Studies that assess the overall value-chain effects of investments on the part of American
manufacturers in Mexico identify benefits for the US economy in terms of enhanced profitability and
domestic investment capacity on the part of the firms involved, in addition to the creation of more jobs
in research and development, design, engineering and services functions.
The non-partisan Wilson Center estimates that trade between the U.S. and Mexico generates an
estimated 4.9 million US jobs overall. This figure accounts for employment by businesses exporting to
Mexico, savings from lower-cost Mexican inputs, and takes US job losses from Mexican competition
into account.
The integrated supply chains, production systems and business operations that characterise North
American manufacturing have been built on NAFTA provisions that have guaranteed:
• tariff-free market access for goods, services, and investment (see UNITED STATES: Refiners
would suffer under border tax - February 3, 2017);
• non-discriminatory treatment of investment;
• temporary entry of business personnel;
• access to national procurement projects; and
• agreed dispute settlement procedures.
They have in turn driven other policy initiatives to improve trade facilitation by increasing the security
and efficiency of North American land borders and promoting greater collaboration in the development
and enforcement of regulations affecting cross-border trade (see NORTH AMERICA: Leaders' Summit
boosts climate efforts - July 4, 2016).
Actions that would make it more difficult or more expensive to conduct cross-border business would,
therefore, not only have a negative impact on trade and investment flows but also jeopardise the
competitiveness of multi-national manufacturers and their supply chains, and damage the economies
of all three NAFTA partners (see PROSPECTS 2017: US politics - November 23, 2016).
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April 4, 2017

Emerging markets growing old faster than growing rich
Emerging markets are ageing at lower incomes than advanced markets, a policy
challenge that will influence GDP prospects
Emerging markets policy must adapt to ageing at lower
income levels than developed markets
70
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The whole world is ageing as birth rates decline and life
expectancy rises. At the same time, in India and Africa, 900
million more people will reach working age by 2040, needing
training, jobs, affordable housing, transport, social security,
and having the political voice to demand this.
For ageing societies, retirement ages and budget costs will
rise, and migration and technology will become crucial to
workforce efficiency. More than one third of over 80’s will live
in China and India by 2040; another 10% in Latin America.
Social spending in emerging markets will take a much
larger budget share than in advanced markets, increasing
debt burdens. However, adopting and sustaining
appropriate polices will boost growth prospects.
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__ The World Economic Forum forecasts emerging market
health spending will rise at 10.0%+ a year to 2022,
compared to 3.7% in advanced markets.
__ Opportunities for private healthcare and leisure
providers are huge in Europe and Japan; this market will
emerge in developing economies.
__ Technology and democracy give young populations a
louder voice to campaign for resources; social unrest
and populist voting may increase.
__ In 2016, the Federal Reserve argued that older societies
saving more will cap interest rates and investment,
reducing returns and growth.

See also: Global burden of non-communicable diseases will rise -- October 17, 2016
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Cartel capabilities will increase in Mexico
Thursday, September 15, 2016
Mexico's illicit drugs trade could trigger a cartel arms race
On September 6, a police helicopter crashed over Michoacan during a gunfight with a criminal group.
While the direct cause of the crash appears to have been pilot error, a Barret .50 calibre long-range
sniper rifle was involved in the skirmish. Military grade weapons feature increasingly in state-criminal
confrontations, and drug cartels have proven themselves capable of shooting down aircraft -- the New
Generation Jalisco Cartel (CJNG) brought down an army helicopter in Jalisco in May 2015.

Weapons seized by the Mexican Navy
(Reuters/Jorge Dan Lopez)

What next
The downing of helicopters highlights the growing sophistication of Mexico's crime groups and
suggests the development of a new strategic context in which security forces may be losing their
technological advantage. As their capabilities improve, cartels may become more willing to engage
security forces directly, presenting new challenges for federal and state governments and further
increasing violence levels.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Cartel rivalries will drive their desire for ever more sophisticated weaponry.
◦ In the absence of a state monopoly of militarised weaponry, government efforts to contain criminal
violence will be ineffective.
◦ Efforts to bring the arms trade under control will depend as much on the decisions of Washington
as those of Mexico City.

Analysis
With 2.5 million registered gun owners in 2013 and an estimated 13.0 million more illegal arms in
circulation, Mexico was estimated to have a ratio of around 15 guns for every 100 people -- well below
the global average.

13 million
Illegal firearms in Mexico in 2013

Nevertheless, according to the 2014 Global Status Report on Violence Prevention, Mexico ranked
among the ten countries with the highest rates of gun related murders -- 68% of its homicides involved
firearms.
Over the past two decades state control of both small arms and military-grade weaponry has eroded.
The presence of a thriving illicit drug economy, and Mexico's vicinity to the United States -- the main
exporter of small arms, light weapons, parts and ammunition -- have played an important role.

68%
Percentage of Mexico's murders committed with a gun

The drug market
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The links between drug markets and the arms trade are undeniable.
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, competition among drug organisations such as the Sinaloa, Gulf
and Juarez cartels, provided the context for the rise of private armies and a swelling demand for arms.
The Gulf Cartel's recruitment of a team of defectors from the Army's special forces in 1997 was a
gamechanger. 'Los Zetas' (which would later become a cartel in its own right) introduced an
unprecedented level of military sophistication and violence to the criminal underworld, seeing the
demand for military-style weapons and training skyrocket.
That demand was met by military experts ranging from Guatemalan 'kaibiles' to Israeli mercenaries,
who provided training to all the major drug organisations.
Over the last decade, at least 50% of the weapons recovered in Mexico and submitted to US authorities
for tracing were assault weapons, such as the AK-47 (7.62 calibre assault rifle), and the Colt AR-15
(.223-calibre assault rifle).
The extreme violence and the use of heavy weaponry by the Zetas and the CJNG (see MEXICO: Jalisco
cartel presents a threat to the state - July 29, 2015) is down to both the military background of their
original members and their leaders' decisions to enlist "kaibil" officers within their ranks.
In addition to acquiring assault rifles and heavy weaponry, such as rocket launchers, the CJNG may
also be responsible for a more recent trend of buying unrestricted parts in the United States for
assembly in Mexico.
In 2014 authorities in Guadalajara reportedly discovered a facility in which over 100 assault weapons
were being assembled.

The US firearms market
Mexico's illicit drug market has been affected by its proximity to the lightly regulated US firearms market.
Nearly 7,000 gun shows and arms fairs are located along the border (on average one every 2
kilometres).
In 2007 both the US and Mexican governments acknowledged that guns -- many of US origin -- were
fuelling drug violence in Mexico. That was reiterated in a US Government Accountability Office report in
January, which found that 70% of firearms seized in Mexico and traced by the US Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) between 2009 and 2014 originated in the United States.
A joint study by the Trans-Border Institute and Igarape Institute estimated that, between 2010 and 2012,
about 2.2% of total demand for US-sold firearms originated in Mexico. That figure represented about
127 million dollars in revenue for weapons retailers and manufacturers
The study calculated that on average, around 252,000 guns cross the border every year -- well above
previous estimates.

252,000
Average number of guns to cross the US-Mexico border annually

The capacity of both Mexican and US authorities to stop guns at the border has been thrown into doubt
by 2009 seizure estimates. With just 37,000 guns seized at the border in 2009, 85% of the illicit arms
traffic evaded customs controls in both the United States and Mexico.

'Fast and Furious'
Domestic US arms regulations and covert operations have also played a major role in arms availability
in Mexico.
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The expiration in 2004 of the 1994 US Federal Assault Weapons Ban is a likely factor behind Mexico's
increasing violence levels.
Studies comparing trends in Mexican municipalities bordering California during the period 2004-06,
where the ban was maintained, and those along the border with Arizona and Texas where the ban was
lifted, found that homicide trends in the latter were 40% higher than in the former.
The US role in exacerbating drug-related violence in Mexico was also highlighted by the controversial
Fast and Furious 'gun-walking' plan (2006-11) under which the ATF authorised illegal purchases of
2,500 firearms by 'straw' customers.
The idea was to allow arms into the hands of suspected gun smugglers so they could be traced to the
higher echelons of the cartels.
Concerns that the guns could be used in crimes materialised as the agency lost control of the
operation and hundreds of weapons went missing. The high profile murder of Border Patrol Agent
Brian Terry in December 2010 was one of hundreds committed with Fast and Furious arms.

The Arms Trade Treaty
US gun-control debates have hindered the efforts of successive Mexican governments to address the
issue of the US firearms market. Nevertheless, the US authorities' consent to a tracking system of
arms purchased in the United States was a major breakthrough.
The efforts Mexico has made on the bilateral front have spurred a more active role in multilateral efforts,
including the negotiation and signature of the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) which entered into force on
December 24, 2014.
The ATT -- which now has 85 states parties and 130 signatories -- explicitly prohibits the transfer of
arms where:
• they would violate UN Security Council arms embargoes;
• they would violate "relevant international obligations under international agreements"; or
• the weapons are likely to be used to commit war crimes or crimes against humanity.
The first conference of states parties took place in Cancun, with Mexico acting as president of the
treaty's conference.
While the ATT and Mexico's role in it are positive developments, however, the United States is yet to
ratify. Until it does, Mexico's best hope of reducing gun violence may still lie in bilateral cooperation.
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Myanmar’s electrification plans need foreign funds
Wednesday, April 19, 2017
Protests could be ahead as the government readies to push for more electrification
The Ministry of Electricity and Energy (MOEE) may raise electricity tariffs to mitigate spiralling
government subsidies exacerbated by growing electricity demand of 5-7% annually, reports citing the
department’s permanent secretary said on April 7. The government is pushing electrification as
Myanmar’s burgeoning economy diversifies.

Workers repair power cable lines in Kawhmu
township (Reuters/Aung Hla Tun)

What next
Electricity tariffs will rise. The government’s determination to shield poorer consumers implies that
businesses will bear the brunt of higher charges. In coming years, the government will construct new
hydropower dams and use more coal to generate electricity, potentially triggering local protests against
forcible land acquisitions and relocations. Connecting rural townships to the national grid could see
delays as villages coordinate implementation efforts and collect funds.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Electrification could aid Myanmar’s poverty reduction aims and its economic productivity.
◦ Energy-saving measures such as energy-efficient lighting and building designs are required.
◦ Off-grid electrification will utilise renewables.
◦ Higher business electricity tariffs would have inflationary effects and could see business closures.

Analysis
The National League for Democracy (NLD) wants to expand and modernise Myanmar's industry and
agriculture (see MYANMAR: Economic policy gaps may deter investors - August 10, 2016).
These policies will raise electricity demand, as will economic growth: South-east Asian industries and
farming are becoming increasingly automated (see SOUTH-EAST ASIA: Automation could see labour
unrest - September 19, 2016) and (see SOUTH-EAST ASIA: Electricity gaps need finance remedy - May
26, 2016).
Economic expansion will also result in increased urbanisation; this too will require greater and more
reliable electrification for residences, industries and social services (see SOUTH-EAST ASIA:
Urbanisation to drive investment need - May 17, 2016).

Falling behind
In 2016, an average of 10.2 million people per ASEAN country lacked access to electricity, according to
the International Energy Agency. However, in Myanmar, the number was 36.0 million, two-thirds of the
population.

66.6%
Proportion of Myanmar's population lacking electricity access

The average ASEAN rate of electrification nationally was 82.3% in 2016, but Myanmar's rate was
32.0%, the lowest in South-east Asia. Further:
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• In urban areas, the ASEAN electrification rate averaged 94.3%, but Myanmar's rate was 59.0%.
• In rural areas, Myanmar tied with Cambodia with just 18.0% electrification; the ASEAN ruralareas average was 76.7%. Some of Myanmar's rural areas have modest access to miniature
hydropower plants, small solar energy systems and diesel-powered generators.
As of mid-2016, Myanmar's total installed generating capacity was 4,764 megawatts; 59.2% came from
hydropower, 38.3% from natural gas and 2.5% from coal, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) says,
with 75.0% of total installed capacity being state-owned.
Myanmar's reliance on hydropower and antiquated transmission systems mean this amount is not
actually consumed. An estimated 27% is lost in transmission. Hydropower reliance also means that
electricity supply can fall to around 36% of installed capacity during dry and hot weather, according to
the ADB.

Problems powering ahead
The former Union Solidarity and Development Party-led (USDP) government set the goal of universal
power access by 2030 in its 2014 National Electrification Plan.
This includes on- and off-grid electrification, the latter using solar and miniature hydropower
generation. Mountainous areas will likely be last to be connected to the national grid given the
geographical challenges posed, but will have local grids that could subsequently be connected to the
national grid.
Village-level committees are expected to organise and co-finance the final connection stage, which will
be harder for economically poorer areas. The total cost of expanding Myanmar's energy grid is forecast
at 10-40 billion dollars to 2030. This would rise with higher demand.

$10-40bn
Estimated cost of upgrading Myanmar's electricity infrastructure to
2030

The NLD's electrification priorities face challenges:

Fiscal troubles
While electricity tariffs largely depend on usage volumes and whether the consumer is residential or
industrial, Myanmar's average electricity price per kilowatt-hour in mid-2016 was 2.8 cents; the ASEAN
average was 11.3, an International Growth Centre report citing the MOEE says.
The MOEE spends 7 cents producing and distributing each electricity unit, reports citing the
department's deputy minister in March said. Thus, rising electricity demand is creating an ever-larger
government financing liability. In the 2017-18 fiscal year, the MOEE stands to lose 98-278 million
dollars on electricity production and distribution, effectively a heavy subsidy to consumers.
If the government raises electricity prices, public discontent is likely, as happened in April 2014 when
electricity tariffs were last raised, by an average of 40%.

Investment bottlenecks
Given Myanmar's small economy and state capacity constraints, the government has relatively limited
revenues for large-scale electrification and thus requires international donor assistance and private
sector investment. Public-private partnerships are likely, but this would also need commercially viable
electricity tariffs.
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Private sector investment in the generation part of the power sector is governed (and encouraged) by
the 2014 Electricity Law, though the law's implementing regulations await finalisation.
Power generation and distribution are also cited in the implementing regulations for the new
investment law as 'promoted' business sectors to be offered income tax exemptions.

Energy diversification needed
Electricity demand will grow exponentially with economic growth; in time, new generation capacity and
transmission infrastructure will be required.
Consequently, the government is diversifying Myanmar's energy mix. Under the former USDP
government's 2016 Energy Master Plan it was projected that by 2020 the electricity energy mix will be
54% hydropower, 22% natural gas and 22% coal and 38%, 20% and 33% respectively by 2030.
However, problems are ahead. By one estimate, Myanmar's rivers could potentially supply more than
100,000 megawatts of power; hydro-dams currently supply 3,033 megawatts. This would not avoid the
climate vulnerability issue, however, so renewables such as wind power and biogas will be needed,
driving up investment costs.
Nor would it avoid protests, as the Myitsone hydro-electric dam project illustrates. The 3.6-billion-dollar,
part-Chinese-funded venture would produce 21,600 megawatts. Construction has been halted since
2011 because of local concerns over the protection of culturally important lands.
The NLD-led government has formed a committee to investigate the environmental and social effects
of all planned and constructed hydro-electric dams on the Irrawaddy River, indicating a preference to
avoid political backlashes. New hydro dams could see construction delays through impact
assessments and protests halting work.
Myanmar was estimated in 2016 to have 540 million tonnes of coal reserves and 20 trillion cubic feet of
gas in 2012, the ADB said. Using these sources would require the construction of relatively expensive
new facilities, while mining for coal and fossil fuel burning would likely prove socially and
environmentally controversial, even though coal can be a cheaper alternative to renewable energies.
Moreover, Myanmar's coal is low quality: imports would be needed, for instance, from Australia or
Indonesia. Myanmar's natural gas (much of which is in offshore waters) is mostly marked for export, so
natural gas is not necessarily a ready alternative in terms of domestic energy consumption.

Outlook
The MOEE is readying education efforts to engender public support for hydropower dams and coalfired power plants in their intended construction locations, the ministry's permanent secretary is
reported as saying.
Myanmar will need international development assistance in addition to government funds. However,
accepting foreign governments' aid may come with expectations that Myanmar hews closer to its
patrons. This, in turn, could cause domestic controversy.
Meanwhile, the efficacy of hydro dams, coal-fired plants and wind power in ethnic minority areas could
be undermined by a lack of progress in the ethnic minorities peace process, as well as land and
resource rights claims, before, during or after construction.
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Philippines China pivot to come under rising pressure
Tuesday, March 21, 2017
Chinese actions in the Philippine and South China Seas are straining President Duterte’s
new China policy
President Rodrigo Duterte was quoted saying on March 19 that the Philippines “cannot stop China”. He
was referring to Chinese plans to build a monitoring station on Scarborough Shoal. This, along with
the reported presence of Chinese survey vessels at Benham Rise, is undercutting Duterte’s foreign
policy pivot towards China. Moreover, the Benham incursions underline communication and policy
problems within Duterte’s administration.

A fisherman preparing to fish at disputed
Scarborough Shoal at the shore of the village of
Cato in Infanta, Philippines (Reuters/Erik De
Castro)

What next
Duterte’s administration will likely enhance the Philippines’ physical presence around Benham Rise in
a limited manner. On China’s side, however, construction of installations on Scarborough Shoal is very
likely, despite Philippine concerns, creating new potential maritime flashpoints.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Duterte’s foreign policy shift towards China will come under increasing domestic pressure.
◦ Dealing with China will be harder until a new Philippine foreign secretary is appointed and gains
experience.
◦ Continued Chinese assertiveness could see Duterte concede that he needs closer ties with
Washington.
◦ The risk of Duterte being impeached over China’s actions in Philippine waters is currently
negligible.

Analysis
When Duterte's predecessor Benigno Aquino became president in 2010, he, like his own
predecessors, sought to improve relations with China and focus them on economic issues.
However, Chinese incursions around Reed Bank, which stopped oil exploration efforts; Chinese
activity around Second Thomas Shoal, which halted the resupply of a Philippine vessel beached on
this low-tide elevation; and China's 2012 seizure of Scarborough Shoal all led to Aquino's 2013
decision to take the Philippines' maritime rights disputes with China to international arbitration. His
administration also strengthened the Philippines-US defence relationship.
The July 2016 ruling unanimously upheld most of the Philippine case filed under the UN Convention
on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) against China. However, Beijing has always rejected the case and
the ruling.

Duterte takes the helm
Since his inauguration in June 2016, Duterte has tried to warm Philippine ties with China and pivot
towards Beijing over Washington (see CHINA/PHILIPPINES: Visit will begin policy shift - October 25,
2016) and (see PHILIPPINES: Tilts towards Russia and China carry risk - October 6, 2016). China is
the Philippines' largest trading partner, with total bilateral trade in 2015 reaching 31 billion dollars.
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$31bn
China-Philippines trade in 2015

However, Chinese actions in waters and on land features claimed by the Philippines again threaten
Philippine efforts to improve and emphasise ties with Beijing.
Moreover, the fact that Duterte has made his 'China pivot' the centrepiece of his foreign policy,
alongside criticising Philippine-US ties, adds to the potential domestic political impact of these
Chinese actions.

Scarborough Shoal
Since 2012, the disputed sovereignty and associated maritime rights claims over Scarborough Shoal
have been the major focus of the China-Philippines dispute in the South China Sea, along with efforts
by Duterte to change the Philippines' approach to these disputes.
In February, Philippine officials stated that China's President Xi Jinping had promised Duterte that
China would not build any structures on Scarborough Shoal. Duterte's administration has presented
this, and earlier Chinese willingness to let Philippine fishermen fish around parts of the shoal, as
exemplifying the benefits of playing down the UNCLOS ruling in favour of warmer ties.
Yet last week, Chinese officials from the jurisdiction that includes China's expansive South China Sea
claims announced plans to start construction of the Scarborough Shoal environmental monitoring
station (with docks and other associated infrastructure). Chinese officials have also denied that Xi
made any promise regarding construction on the shoal.
The announcement was widely and critically covered in Philippine media. Duterte has reiterated that it
was not time yet to "bring up" the UNCLOS ruling and that the Philippines cannot stop China from
building on Scarborough Shoal.
Chinese installations developed on Scarborough Shoal may ultimately not be limited to civilian and
maritime safety functions:
• Scarborough Shoal is strategically located above the major deep-water trench between the
South China Sea and the Western Pacific.
• China's nuclear-armed submarines are currently based in Hainan Island and need to enter the
Western Pacific before they can pose a credible first- or second-strike threat against the US
homeland, a threat that is essential to Chinese nuclear deterrence (see CHINA: Nuclear
weapons complicate maritime disputes - February 24, 2016).

Scarborough Shoal is strategically significant

Benham Rise
A 13-million-hectare area, Benham Rise is in the Philippine Sea west of Luzon and is part of the
Philippines' extended continental shelf. It is thought to be rich in natural resources.
Benham Rise has not been a China-Philippines flashpoint before. Yet on March 9, Philippine defence
secretary Delphin Lorenzana announced that a Chinese vessel had been recorded sailing in the
Benham Rise area for three months in 2016.
The issue of contention is that Philippine policy requires prior notification and permission for foreign
ships to conduct research in the Philippines' exclusive economic zone. This restrictive interpretation of
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the rights of foreign vessels in exclusive economic zones is shared by states including China, India
and Indonesia.
China's foreign ministry has said China's ships are simply exercising freedom of navigation rights.

Presidential response
Duterte's response following Lorenzana's March 9 announcement has been four-fold:

Prior awareness
Duterte has said that he had received prior notification of China's activities around Benham Rise.
However, his defence and foreign departments say they were not aware of any such agreement.

No problem
Duterte has also said that China was not required to provide any prior notification or seek permission
for these incursions, but this is contrary to existing Philippine policy.

Naval response
The president has said that the Philippines navy and coastguard should inform in a friendly manner
future Chinese ships that they are in Philippine waters.

New building
Duterte has said that his government should enhance the Philippine presence on and around Benham
Rise, including building unspecified "structures". This, however, would be expensive and challenging;
the Rise is 2,000-5,000 metres below sea level.

Political problems
Planned Chinese installations on Scarborough Shoal pose a larger political problem for Duterte than
the Benham Rise incursions.
Representative Gary Alejano, representing the military reform group Magdalo headed by opposition
Senator Antonio Trillanes, has stated that his group is considering filing an impeachment motion
against Duterte over any Chinese construction on Scarborough Shoal. Alejano has already filed an
impeachment motion against Duterte alleging involvement in graft and human rights abuses. Duterte
denies these allegations.
Duterte's supermajority in the House of Representatives precludes any impeachment attempt for the
foreseeable future, even if Chinese actions continue to contradict the UNLCOS ruling.
Yet his warm embrace of China, vitriol towards the Philippines-US alliance and downplaying of the
UNCLOS ruling have already been a persistent source of public criticism, as well as criticism from the
legal fraternity, the senate, the armed forces and the foreign and defence departments.
Any Chinese construction activity on Scarborough Shoal, particularly if seen to impinge further on
Philippine fishermen, will add to this broad if shallow sense of concern, and further undermine
Duterte's claim that it is too early to raise the UNCLOS ruling with China.
Chinese construction activity and any unannounced return to Benham Rise could also sour Duterte's
upcoming trip to China for the Belt and Road Initiative Forum, and make it harder to avoid raising
assertive Chinese maritime actions in the many ASEAN meetings this year in the Philippines.
Duterte will likely still push to keep controversial maritime issues off the ASEAN agenda, save for
discussion on a code of conduct with China.
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African aid effectiveness will face greater scrutiny
Tuesday, February 14, 2017
Foreign aid budgets are under pressure amid the election of sceptical leaders in the
United Kingdom and United States
On February 13, President Donald Trump spoke with the presidents of Nigeria and South Africa. Many
African leaders are fearful that aid budgets will soon fall due to some Western governments adopting
more isolationist foreign policies. This would have a negative effect on the provision of public services
across the continent, particularly aid-dependent states that lack valuable natural resources such as
Malawi and Rwanda. Reduced aid provision will contribute to the mounting economic difficulties being
experienced by many African economies and will particularly damage the non-governmental
organisation (NGO) sector.

US President Donald Trump meets with British
Prime Minister Theresa May in the White House
Oval Office (Reuters/Kevin Lamarque)

What next
Aid agencies are likely to respond to media and political pressure by switching into less controversial
areas, such as economic programmes, in which the impact of aid can be most clearly monitored and
evaluated. As a result, cuts are likely to be most severe in democracy promotion and governance
programmes, as it is particularly difficult to demonstrate the positive impact of aid to donors in these
areas. In the medium-term, falling aid is likely to reduce the leverage of Western governments in Africa,
especially given the rise of new partners including Brazil, China and India.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ UK and US development agencies may be restructured with a greater emphasis on economic
development and trade priorities.
◦ Authoritarian regimes will use counter-terrorism efforts to attract further Western funding.
◦ Leading NGOs will struggle to maintain previous revenue levels and may scale back operations,
undermining the defence of human rights.

Analysis
The last 40 years has seen a significant increase in aid budgets. In the United Kingdom, the
government's commitment to spend 0.7% of GDP on aid led to a 144% increase in the size of the
foreign aid budget between 2004 and 2014.
In 2015, the United States spent 31 billion dollars on foreign aid, while the United Kingdom spent
around 16 billion pounds (20 billion dollars).
While critics often condemn this as excessive, aid funding in both cases is less than 0.2% of the
national budgets.
Economic downturns in North America and Western Europe have placed greater pressure on aid
budgets, leading to support for the mantra of 'trade not aid'.
In the last six months, this has been compounded by the emergence of US and UK governments that
are determined to re-orientate foreign policy to more effectively promote national interests (see
PROSPECTS 2017: US foreign policy - November 30, 2016).

New UK and US priorities
In January, Donald Trump's transition team issued a series of questions to the Department of State
during the handover of power which made clear the new president's scepticism towards foreign aid
allocations for African countries.
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More recently, Trump's pledge to "stop sending aid to countries that hate us" has been interpreted by
many as a threat to the historical function of the United States Agency for International Development
(USAID).

The historical function of USAID may change under Trump

At the same time, media coverage of aid agencies has begun to erode public confidence and reverse
previous ways of operating.
In the United Kingdom, the Department for International Development (DFID) has been attacked by
right-wing media for investing 5.2 million pounds in the Ethiopian girl band Yegna as part of a women's
empowerment project.
Following critical media coverage, DFID announced that it was scrapping the project, even though it
argued that the aims of the project had been misrepresented.
One of the great challenges that aid agencies such as DFID have when facing media and public
criticism is that it is notoriously difficult to prove the effectiveness of aid and hence justify expenditure to
sceptical domestic audiences (see UNITED KINGDOM: Foreign policy debate will intensify - December
29, 2016).

Aid effectiveness
There are three major challenges in demonstrating aid effectives:
• Many of the local organisations that carry out aid work are poorly equipped to monitor and
evaluate the broader impact of their activities. For example, providing health services and
monitoring overall levels of health in a community are different exercises requiring different sets
of skills.
• Many aid programmes aim to have both a short-term and a long-term effect, such as support for
free primary education in a number of African states, which is designed to build a more critically
engaged citizenry, generate a more highly skilled workforce and promote gender equality. While
it may be feasible to track the impact of a given intervention while it is in the field, the broader
benefits of many interventions can only be seen years later when it is not possible to record
them.
• All aid projects are supposed to be underpinned by a 'theory of change' that explains how the
intervention is expected to lead to the desired outcomes, but in some cases the chains in the
argument depend on projects having a range of diffuse effects that are difficult to track.

Evidence
The existing evidence base suggests that aid effectiveness varies significantly depending on the
sector.

Poverty
Donors such as DFID argue that aid has played a critical role in reducing poverty in historically poor
countries such as Ethiopia.
Numerous studies have concluded that while aid spending is often inefficient, it has had a significant
impact on reducing global poverty levels -- although by how much is unclear.

Growth
Aid flows have also helped to increase growth from a low base in post-conflict contexts such as
Rwanda and Sierra Leone, but in general the link between aid and economic growth is disputed, as
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empirical cross-country analysis has typically failed to identify a robust link between higher levels of aid
and economic expansion.
There is a strong consensus that domestic economic policies are far more significant than aid when it
comes to generating sustainable economic growth.

Democracy
The potential for aid to strengthen governance is clear from several success stories, such as the
strengthening of electoral commission in Nigeria, which facilitated the transfer of power in 2015 (see
AFRICA: Election fraud will persist despite innovation - October 14, 2016).
However, researchers have struggled to find evidence that aid promotes democracy.

Experts have struggled to prove that aid promotes democracy

In part, this is because authoritarian leaders have often responded to an increase in funding for civil
society organisations by passing more repressive legislation and curtailing their activities.

Corruption
One of the main factors undermining aid effectiveness is the level of corruption in many developing
countries -- and in some aid organisations themselves -- leading to high levels of theft, waste and
mismanagement (see AFRICA: Efforts to tackle illicit flows to fall short - April 6, 2015).
Many of the top recipients of UK aid are known for corrupt practices, including Nigeria (4th) and South
Sudan (7th) (see SOUTH SUDAN: New states could entrench patronage - February 10, 2017).
Similarly, 76% of US foreign aid goes to countries that are judged to be corrupt according to an
estimate by academic William Easterly. However, Easterly argues this does not mean that aid itself is
used corruptly.
Former UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon estimated that 30% of aid money is lost to corruption, but
such estimates vary widely, from a low of 2.5% to a high of 70%.
The illegal and shadowy nature of corruption means that there is no reliable set of data that can be
used to arrive at a comprehensive and robust figure.
As long as such disagreement and murkiness remains, the broader utility of foreign aid will be subject
to further undermining by right-wing critics and a gradual reduction in development aid allocations.
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Islamist strands will test Middle East policymakers
Thursday, January 26, 2017
Varying Sunni Islamist currents offer visions of the future in a vacuum of political
alternatives
One of the key issues facing policymakers globally, as well as the wider public, is the phenomenon of
religiously inspired politics from Muslim communities. This is commonly described as 'Islamism', but
the phrase is used as a catch-all label for quite different types of movement.

Nader Bakar, spokesman of Egypt's Salafi al-Nour
party (Reuters/Asmaa Waguih)

What next
Power structures in most Middle Eastern states, with a few exceptions, oppose Islamist currents,
especially as more radical interpretations of Salafism underpin the ideologies of extremist violent
groups. Pressure from crackdowns could result in multiplying permutations of such political and
religious currents, especially as the authorities fail to offer promising visions of the future at a time of
political upheaval, low economic growth and rampant youth unemployment.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Indiscriminate crackdowns against non-violent Salafi movements could end up radicalising their
supporters.
◦ In Saudi Arabia, Salafi religious authorities will continue to encourage a more conservative society
than elsewhere in the region.
◦ Internal challenges to Salafism within Saudi Arabia could eventually alter the country's religious
outlook.

Analysis
The global Muslim community is mainly composed of Sunnis and Shia. Sunnis are in the majority,
estimated at between 85 and 90%, accept the three traditional approaches to theology and the schools
(madhhabs) of law, and are tolerant of mysticism (Sufism).
The minority Shia group predominates in Iran and to a lesser extent in Iraq, with substantial numbers
in Lebanon and smaller communities elsewhere. Estimates suggest some 10-13% of Muslims are
Shia.
A third division, Ibadi'ism, is widespread in Oman, with a few smaller communities elsewhere in east
and north Africa.

Salafist currents
Recent decades have seen less common interpretations of Islam become more popular, namely
different types of Salafism. The media often use 'Salafism' as a generalisation and conflates it with
violence and terrorism. However, different approaches can be termed 'Salafist'. Most emanate from two
modern schools of thought:

Modernist Salafism
This movement emanated in the early 1900s from the thoughts of Muhammad Abduh in Egypt,
elaborated further upon by Rashid Rida of Syria, Jamal al-Din al-Afghani of Iran and Afghanistan, and
then Hasan al-Banna who began the Muslim Brotherhood (MB) group in Egypt.
It aimed to reconcile modern values -- nationalism, civil rights and democracy -- with Islam by going
back to the faith's roots and adopting a sceptical view of traditional religious authorities.
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The Sunni religious establishment generally viewed this as somewhat aberrant, owing to the positions
leading figures took on law, theology and mysticism, which differed from mainstream Sunnism.
Modernist Salafism is less tied to the historical schools of law than mainstream Sunnism. This makes
it more politically malleable; it is generally more interested in activism than scholasticism.

Purist Salafism
This too is a modern movement, but with different roots from modernist Salafism. It owes its origins to
the thought of Muhammad bin Abdul Wahhab of Arabia, whose views were generally viewed as
dissenting by the Sunni establishment of his day, due to his 'excommunication' of various Sunni
Muslim communities.

Purist Salafism predominates in Saudi Arabia

Purist Salafism is generally puritanical and ultra-conservative in its religious outlook, which has
caused it to reject and 'excommunicate' certain groups of Muslims who would otherwise be considered
orthodox. Mainstream Sunnism generally condemns the practice; by contrast extremist groups are
often quick to employ it.

Political variants
In the contemporary era, various political groups and movements have based themselves on different
interpretations of the above two modern inheritances.

Muslim Brotherhood-inspired Islamism
Rooted in the intellectual movement of modernist Salafism, different political movements were formed
from the MB. Many are simply described as the MB in different countries -- for example in Egypt, Syria,
Libya, Jordan and Iraq.
Other groups were inspired by the Brotherhood, they did not associate themselves with it directly; the
Ennahda movement in Tunisia is an example (see MIDDLE EAST: Islamist movements split under
pressure - April 22, 2015).

MB movements vary from each other in different countries

The Brotherhood universe may share a general belief in wanting to restore what members consider to
be Sunni Muslim autonomy in Muslim majority lands, governed by what they consider to be Islamic law,
and ideally joined together in an over-arching Muslim union of states.
However, it is a 'broad church', and the approaches taken by groups in different countries make it
difficult to generalise. For example, Tunisia's Ennahda differs from the Libyan MB, which is different
again from Hamas in Gaza.

Radical Islamism
'Radical' relates to the rejection of existing power structures, unlike the views of groups like the MB.
Hizb ut-Tahrir, for example, whose founder left the Brotherhood after becoming disillusioned with its
leadership, would be considered a 'radical Islamist' group.
Such groups are generally non-violent and stem from the same broader intellectual movement of
modernist Salafism, but they are far more radical about their views on contemporary power structures.
They mostly focus on preaching rather than violent activity, and in non-engagement in political
processes, unlike most MB-inspired groups.
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Purist Salafi-inspired Islamism
This is a newer form of Islamism. It has generally opted for a quietist form of political engagement,
which means little to no political activity and a preference for preaching.
This is primarily evident in Saudi Arabia, but in recent years, in Arab countries such as Egypt, purist
Salafi parties have reacted to changing political circumstances with an inclination to organise politically
and call for political change (see MIDDLE EAST: Islamists will adapt to retain power - October 16,
2013).
That might make them similar to MB-inspired Islamist groups, although purist Salafi parties generally
have far closer links to their own purist Salafi religious authorities than the Brotherhood groups do to
any religious reference point. Post-2011, this was particularly but not exclusively shown in Egypt's Nour
Party (see EGYPT: Al-Nour Party influence will be limited - December 4, 2015).

Composite extremist Salafi Islamism
These are forms of Islamism that are primarily ultra-purist Salafi inspired, but mixed in with particular
radical and extremist readings of modernist Salafism. Those elements relate to violent activity, and it is
from within this mixture that al-Qaida and Islamic State (IS) emerged.

Religion as a tool
Above and beyond the forms of political Islamism mentioned above, power structures in various states
have sought to instrumentalise religion to bolster their own power. The relationship between the
religious establishment and the Saudi royal family is a primary example. Elsewhere, for example, in
Turkey, President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has combined the party's mainstream religious approach
with a brand of nationalism and his own authoritarian proclivities.

Outlook
Regional governments are likely to keep constraining members and trends within Brotherhoodinspired groups as they often consider them a threat to stability and their own hold on power. Such
movements will find safe haven in Turkey, Qatar and Jordan but few friendly environments beyond that
(see MIDDLE EAST: Egyptian crisis shapes political Islam - October 13, 2014).
Islamist movements will also have to contend with President Donald Trump's administration in the
United States, which is unlikely to distinguish among them and may seek to ban them more generally.
As for the radical extremist Islamist universe, the critical change from the situation in 2016 will probably
be the loss of contiguous territory by IS. This is likely to see the group turn into a phenomenon more
akin to al-Qaida (see INTERNATIONAL: Mosul loss may change jihadi terrorism - November 30, 2016).
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